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Our Diamond Skill Builder is very versatile! Each block builds a skill to be applied to the next block. Basic piecing in the hoop, as 

well as piecing skills on a sewing machine. Quilters will love to learn how to apply your piecing skills to embroidery, and 

embroiders will love learning some piecing skills to add to their embroidery!  

The “blocks” are 60° Diamonds that can be laid out in either a Star formation, or a strip quilt formation. 

The Diamond shaped blocks come in two sizes to fit either a 6” x 8” hoop, or a 9” x 11¾” hoop. 

The back can be completed using our traditional sashing method, OR a one piece back attached using a sewing machine with 

walking foot, or even a long arm. This quilt covers most all machine interests out there from wonderful quilting machines to, of 

course, embroidery machines.  

 

Large Diamond finished quilt sizes: 

Diamond Layout - 47”w X 54”h 

Diamond Quilt with Extended Back Layout - 79”w X 81”h 

Small  Diamond finished quilt sizes: 

Small Diamond Layout - 28”w X 32”h 

Diamond Quilt with Extended Back Layout - 47”w X 49”h 

16 Blocks per Diamond Point Layout - 61”w X 76”h 

 

Large Strip Quilt finished quilt sizes: 

Strip Quilt Layout - 54½”w X 67½”h 

Strip Quilt Layout X Four - 109” X 135” 

Small Strip Quilt finished quilt sizes: 

Small Strip Quilt Layout - 32½”w X 40”h 

Strip Quilt Layout X Four - 54”w X 80”h 

 

 

Diamond Layout Diamond Quilt w/ 

Extended Back Layout 

16 Blocks per Diamond 

Point Layout  

Strip Quilt Layout  Strip Quilt Layout 

X Four  
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Q: So many quilt layout options, how do I decide? 

A: Review the included Fabric and Thread Key. First decide which block size will fit your hoop, then choose the layout you love 

best. 

Q: Do I have to use Jelly Rolls? 

A: No! We used them because all the work of finding fabrics that go well together is done for you with a jelly roll. Plus, your strips 

are already cut, how easy is that! You WILL have left over strips from the jelly rolls, which can be used as a scrappy binding, or use 

them to create a masterpiece for the one piece back option, explained below. 

We have provided the number of fabric strips needed on the fabric and thread key if you prefer to not use a jelly roll. Refer to 

each block instruction for how many colors you need for that block. It’s entirely possible to go to your scraps and find what you 

need to make these blocks.  

Q: Two backing options? What is the difference? 

A: Sashed Back Option is our traditional way to back our blocks by adding the backing while the block is still on the hoop. Bobbins 

of embroidery thread are wound to change out when the instructions tell you to. To cover the seams, we add sashing to the back 

only.  

The other option is the One Piece Back Option. This option you skip adding the backing while in the hoop and you do not need to 

wind bobbins with embroidery thread. When the quilt top is finished, simply add a backing to the entire top. This backing can be 

as creative, or as simple as you like. An additional layer of batting can be used between the top and the backing. Quilting is done 

by stitching in the “ditch” in the seam lines, and also you can quilt in some of the details on the various blocks. 

Q: What is Battilizer®? 

A: Battilizer® is a batting and stabilizer combination that is available in a 15 yard, or a 5 yard package. It is 24” wide, to make 

cutting for your hoop easier. It is made to stand up to the embroidery, where as a regular batting would not without adding 

additional stabilizer. 

Q: Why would I want to use wool? 

A: Optional wool is cut to the exact size as your block. Templates are provided for this quilt in your files. The wool needs to be 

prepped before using it. It is stitched to the Battilizer®. The wool provides extra “poof” to your quilting. If you don’t want to use it, 

simply leave it out. 

Q: How do I prep the wool? 

A: Simple! With a hot iron, and a piece of blank copy paper. Press the edges of the wool about ¼” in from the edge, using the 

paper as a pressing cloth. Check out the included video for more info! 
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Q: Where can I find the files I need? 

A: We have placed everything in convenient folders on your USB. Folders include, Instructions, Slide Shows, Large Blocks, Small 

Blocks, and  Optional Wool Templates. The Fabric and Thread Key, Binder Cover, Open Me First Document and the Wool prep 

video are not placed in folders. 

Q: Why are there slide shows and instructions? 

A: Instructions are great, but sometimes you need to see an actual picture of what is being done, plus we give a few extra helpful 

hints on some blocks. We recommend reviewing the slide show before beginning each block. 

Q: Should I print my instructions and slide shows? 

A: We recommend printing the instructions. This way you can make notes as to what fabrics and threads to use. We DO NOT 

recommend printing the slide shows. These can easily be viewed on your computer.   

Your instructions can be stored in a binder. We’ve included a binder cover in your files. 

Q: Where should I start? 

A: Start with Block One, and work your way through to Block Six. Then move on to the background blocks. When that is all 

finished, it’s time to put it together. We have provided two finishing documents, one for the Diamond quilts, and one for the Strip 

quilts. 

Q: This is called Diamond Skill Builder, what will I learn? 

A: Each block builds a skill to be applied to the next block. Basic piecing in the hoop, as well as piecing skills on a sewing machine. 

We use templates to cut pieces for the blocks, as well as rulers for precision cutting. Some of the strips are pieced ahead of time 

on a sewing machine.  

Blocks 4, 5 and 6 all have “pinning” techniques. We have digitized a “pin”, to hold your fabric in the correct place to match up the 

piecing. It’s simple, fun, and the results are amazing! 

 

We sincerely hope you love making these Diamond blocks and can’t wait to see what you do with them! 

Lynda Remmers and Annie Moody 
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